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AMR: major  Public Heath threat

❑ 4·95 million (3·62–

6·57) deaths

❑ 1·27 million deaths 

attributable to 

bacterial



SDG and AMR are highly interlinked
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Equitable Access to water and sanitation can reduce AMR



Décès annuels attribuables à l’antibiorésistanceEquitable Access to diagnostic : essential for UHC

❑ Diagnostic: Essential for universal health coverage

❑ 47% of the global population has little to no access to

diagnostics.

❑ 1·1 million premature deaths in low-income and middle-income

countries could be avoided annually

❑ The level of primary health care is the diagnostic so-called last

mile and particularly affects poor, rural, and marginalized

communities globally; appropriate access is essential for equity

and social justice.



AMR in Middle East: The invisible threat

EMRO: Returned data set (s)/ no. of Member States : 7/21 (2014) -------16/21 

(2020)



AMR in Middle East: The invisible threat

………… but still lack of data
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AMR in Middle East : MSF experience



Décès annuels attribuables à l’antibiorésistanceBarrier for acces to microbiology

Diagnostic

❑ Physical infrastructure : Water, Electrical supply, 

equipment, space

❑ Operational infractructure: adequate management 

systems for workflow, procurement chain 

(particularly a cold supply chain),information 

technology for laboratory information systems, 

digital image management systems (eg, picture 

archiving and communication systems), 

maintenance, support to data collection

t, and supply

❑ Health workforce: Ratio pathologists/pop: sub-

Saharan Africa countries are less than one per 

million population VS 48 in canada

The Lancet commission for diagnostic



1. Picture of the petri dish

2. Semi automatic detection of 

antibiotic discs and inhibition zone

3. Expert System: Application of 

3000 interpretation rules

4. Display results to clinicians

Antibiogo: Smartphone based app 
to read and interpret antibiogram 
tests: Free and open access

https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=y

3oxQLLsNhs&feature=youtu.be



Antibiogo: Collaboration between 
Humanitarian, tech and academic
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MSF strategy to tackle AMR in Hospital setting
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Thank you


